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What's New In Dirk 039;s Accordion Tuner Pro?

The main functions of Dirk's
Accordion Tuner Pro are: Measure
the tone frequency with different
voices Measure the beating Display
the results in a numerical value
Combine tones in chords and
basses in one go Measure and
display the frequency of the bass
Measure and display the frequency
of the chord Measure and display
the beating Choose from several
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options to set the measurement
mode Display options: Hold down
the B key to set the measurement
mode Measure the frequency of
the chord and the beat with the
first (C) reed Measure the
frequency of the chord and the
beat with the second (D) reed
Measure the frequency of the
chord and the beat with the third
(E) reed Measure the frequency of
the chord and the beat with the
first, second and third (C, D and E)
reeds Measure the frequency of the
bass with the first (B) reed
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Measure the frequency of the bass
with the second (A) reed Measure
the frequency of the beat and the
chord with the first (B) reed
Measure the beating and the
frequency of the chord and beat
with the second (A) reed Measure
the frequency of the beating and
the chord with the third (E) reed
Measure the frequency of the
beating and the chord with the
first, second and third (B, A and E)
reeds All reeds can be toggled
individually. This means that it is
possible to measure all three of
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them at the same time The beat of
the chord and the beat of the bass
can be measured at the same time
(only with the first, second and
third reeds) The beat is
automatically displayed in hertz
The beating can be displayed in a
numerical value or in hertz
Measure the beat at the selected
range Measure the beat at the
selected range and the chord
Measure the beating and the
frequency of the chord with the
first, second and third (B, A and E)
reeds Measure the beating and the
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frequency of the chord with the
first, second and third reeds
Measuring the beat of the chord,
the bass and the beat is possible in
one go. Just select the desired
chords and measure the desired
tones at the same time. This makes
it possible to measure chords
quickly. It is also possible to
measure two tones simultaneously
in two reeds. Tuning the chords can
be easily done. Just select the
desired chord, select the desired
reed and press the B key. In the
next step the chord and the beating
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will be displayed. The B key must
be held down to measure the bass
and chord together. If the beat is
not right, the beat will be displayed
automatically after the bass and
chord are measured
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System Requirements For Dirk 039;s Accordion Tuner Pro:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft
Windows 7, 8.1, or 10 (64-bit)
CPU: Intel Core i5-3570S,
i7-3770S, i7-6700HQ,
i7-6700HQS, i7-6700T,
i7-7700HQ, i7-7820S, i7-7820T,
i7-7850HQ, i7-8850HQ,
i7-9750HQ, or equivalent RAM: 8
GB RAM (8 GB
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